This one-year online program, designed for professionals from varied fields, provides you with the broad background to be an effective player in this interdisciplinary industry, and gives you direct contact with offshore wind energy practitioners and organizations.

- Technology & Resources
- Trends & Grid Integration
- Environmental Impacts
- Siting & Permitting

- Stakeholder Engagement
- Deployment
- Project Economics
- Business Logistics

Funding support for program development provided by the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center as part of their Offshore Wind Workforce Development program.
OFFSHORE WIND CAREER ACCESS SCHOLARSHIP

Empowering students from diverse backgrounds to successfully prepare for and join the offshore wind industry to mitigate climate change in a professional capacity.

**Scholarship Includes:**

- Full-tuition coverage of the Offshore Wind Professional Certificate
- Professional development and networking support
- Introductions to hiring companies
- Flexible non-curriculum funding

**Interested? Scan Below!**

*With the Career Access Scholarship, I have the chance to join an emerging industry and add needed niche skills that will make me more valuable to an organization in the offshore wind industry.*

- Jesse Castillo, Scholarship Alumni

Please contact us at oswcertificate@umass.edu with any questions.